Appendix B

Coordination with the State of Alaska
### 1. Coordination with the State of Alaska, Including the Master Memorandum of Understanding with the Department of Fish and Game

Consistent with the principles of ecosystem management and the laws and policies described in Appendix A, effective management of the Tetlin National Wildlife Refuge (Refuge) must be done in close coordination with the State of Alaska. This appendix is not intended to be a comprehensive list of State agencies, but rather describes the primary State agencies that share concern and responsibilities for fish, wildlife, and other natural resources.

#### 1.1 Alaska Department of Fish and Game

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) has the primary responsibility for managing fish and resident wildlife populations. On refuge lands, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (Service) and ADF&G share a mutual concern for all fish and wildlife resources and their habitats, and both are engaged in extensive fish and wildlife conservation, management, and protection programs. In 1982, the Service and ADF&G signed a Master Memorandum of Understanding (dated March 13, 1982) that defines the cooperative management roles of each agency. This memorandum sets the framework for cooperation between the two agencies. On November 14, 2006, the two agencies signed a memorandum recommitting the agencies to the spirit and letter of the MMOU. Both documents are included at the end of this appendix.

Through the direction of the Boards of Fisheries and Game, the State of Alaska establishes fishing, hunting, and trapping regulations throughout the State. These regulations apply to Federal public lands unless superseded by Federal subsistence regulations. The State is divided into 26 game management units (GMUs); most of these are further divided into subunits. State management objectives are developed for wildlife populations within the GMUs. All Tetlin Refuge lands lie within GMU 12. Management objectives for wildlife and fish populations on the Refuge are discussed in Chapter 4.

The State process for developing regulations involves substantial public input to the Alaska Boards of Fisheries and Game (boards) concerning changes in regulations and allocations. Input may be directly to the boards through testimony and proposals or indirectly through participation in local fish and game advisory committees. For the area including the Refuge, this includes the Upper Tanana/Forty Mile Fish and Game Advisory Committee. These advisory committees assist the boards in assessing local fish and wildlife issues and proposed regulations. Biological staff from ADF&G also provides data and analysis of proposals to the boards. Regulations may be changed by the boards at regular meetings, by emergency regulation, or by emergency order.

Although many biologists within ADF&G have law enforcement authority, most enforcement of fishing and hunting regulations is carried out by Refuge law enforcement officers and Bureau of Wildlife Protection State Troopers of the Alaska Department of Public Safety.

ADF&G’s Division of Wildlife Conservation works to conserve and enhance Alaska’s wildlife and to provide for a wide range of uses for the greatest benefit of current and future generations of the people through management of wildlife populations and habitat, research, information transfer, regulatory activities, and public service. Wildlife Conservation is responsible for overseeing development of management plans for a variety of wildlife populations throughout the State.

The Division of Commercial Fisheries manages, protects, rehabilitates, enhances, and develops fisheries and aquatic plant resources in the interest of the economy and general well-being of the...
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State, consistent with the sustained-yield principle and subject to allocations established through public regulatory processes. It is responsible for management of the State’s commercial, subsistence, and personal-use fisheries.

The Division of Sport Fish is responsible for the State’s recreational fishery resource: the conservation of self-perpetuating populations of fish; management of sport fisheries in both salt and fresh water; and hatchery production and release of fish for recreational fishing. The goals of the division are to conserve naturally reproducing populations of sport fish species, provide a diverse mix of recreational fishing opportunities, and optimize the social and economic benefits of Alaska’s recreational fisheries.

The Division of Subsistence is the research branch of the department responsible for providing comprehensive information on the customary and traditional use of wild resources. Information is provided to meet management goals, aid in regulation development, facilitate collaborative agreements, assess environmental impacts, and describe the unique role of wild resources in Alaska.

1.2 Alaska Department of Natural Resources

The Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR) and its divisions are also key management partners, coordinating with the Service and other Federal and State agencies in managing the public lands (Federal and State) in Alaska. ADNR manages all State-owned land, water, and surface and subsurface resources except for fish and game. ADNR’s Division of Mining, Land, and Water manages the State’s water and land interests within national wildlife refuges. The State owns approximately 46,000 acres within the Tetlin Refuge boundaries, and has selected an additional 750 acres. The State interests will become increasingly significant in the next 10 to 15 years, especially in regard to water rights, navigable waters, ownership of submerged lands, and rights-of-way over refuge lands. The division is responsible for development of plans for management of State lands; this includes the Tanana Basin Area Plan for State Lands (adopted in 1985, updated in 1991, and currently being revised; ADNR 1991). The ADNR Division of Forestry is an important partner with the refuge fire management program, and is the primary fire suppression provider for refuge lands.

In 1989, the ADNR Division of Land and Water Management and the Service signed a 55 year lease agreement allowing the Tetlin Refuge to manage two State-owned recreation sites with the Refuge boundaries for public uses. The Refuge continues to manage Deadman Lake and Lakeview Campgrounds under this lease agreement.

1.3 Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities

The Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities (ADOTPF) is responsible for maintenance and reconstruction of the Alaska Highway and associated pullouts and rest stops. Due to Tetlin Refuge’s proximity to the Alaska Highway, ADOTPF is a valued partner in developing and maintaining most facilities for public access to the Refuge and for maintaining pullouts associated with refuge informational kiosks and interpretive panels along the Alaska Highway.

A memorandum of understanding (MOU) between the Service, ADOTPF, the Alaska Department of Commerce, Community and Economic Development, and the Tok Chamber of Commerce is being finalized for the collaborative planning, development, and management of a proposed Interagency Alaska Public Lands Information Center, visitor center, and rest area in Tok. The proposed project will be shared and jointly managed by the Refuge and partner State agencies to provide visitors and Alaskan travelers with year-round information and rest facilities at a cost savings to the State and Federal government.
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Master Memorandum of Understanding
Between the Alaska Department of Fish and Game
Juneau, Alaska
and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Department of the Interior
Anchorage, Alaska

This Master Memorandum of Understanding between the State of Alaska, Department of Fish and Game, hereinafter referred to as the Department, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, hereinafter referred to as the Service, reflects the general policy guidelines within which the two agencies agree to operate.

WHEREAS, the Department, under the Constitution, laws and regulations of the State of Alaska (Appendix I), is responsible for the management, protection, maintenance, enhancement, rehabilitation, and extension of the fish and wildlife resources of the State on the sustained yield principle, subject to preferences among beneficial uses; and

WHEREAS, the Service, by authority of the Constitution, laws of Congress and regulations of the U.S. Department of Interior [Appendix II] has a mandated management responsibility for certain species or classes of wildlife and is responsible for the management of Service lands in Alaska, and the conservation of fish and wildlife resources on these lands; and

WHEREAS, the Department and the Service share a mutual concern for fish and wildlife resources and their habitats and both are engaged in extensive fish and wildlife conservation, management, and protection programs and desire to develop and maintain a cooperative relationship which will be in the best interests of both parties, the concerned fish and wildlife resources and their habitats, and produce the greatest public benefit; and

WHEREAS, it has been recognized in the Alaska National Interest Lands Conservation Act and subsequent implementing Federal regulations that the resources and use of Service lands in Alaska are substantially different than those of other states; and

WHEREAS, the Department and the Service recognize the increasing need to coordinate resource planning and policy development;

NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto do hereby agree as follows:

THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME AGREES:

1. To recognize the Service as the agency with the responsibility to manage migratory birds, endangered species, and other species mandated by Federal law, and on Service lands in Alaska to conserve fish and wildlife and their habitats and regulate human use.
2. To manage fish and resident wildlife populations in their natural species diversity on Service lands.
3. To consult with the Regional Director in a timely manner and comply with applicable Federal laws and regulations before embarking on enhancement or construction activities on Service lands.
THE FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE AGREES:

1. To recognize the Department as the agency with the primary responsibility to manage fish and resident wildlife within the State of Alaska.

2. To recognize the right of the Department to enter onto Service lands at any time to conduct routine management activities which do not involve construction, disturbance to the land, or alterations of ecosystems.

3. To cooperate with the Department in planning for enhancement or development activities on Service lands which require permits, environmental assessments, compatibility assessments, or similar regulatory documents by responding to the Department in a timely manner with requirements, time tables, and any other necessary input.

4. To manage the fish and wildlife habitat on Service lands so as to insure conservation of fish and wildlife, populations and their habitats in their natural diversity.

5. To consider carefully the impact of any proposed treaties or international agreements relating to fish and wildlife resources on the State of Alaska which could diminish the jurisdictional authority of the State and to consult freely with the State when these treaties or agreements have a primary impact on the State.

6. To review present U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service policies and any future proposed changes in those policies in consultation with the Department to determine if modified or special policies are needed for Alaska.

7. To adopt refuge management plans whose provisions—including provision for animal damage control—are in substantial agreement with the Department’s fish and wildlife management plans, unless such plans are determined formally to be incompatible with the purposes for which the respective refuges were established.

8. To utilize the State’s regulatory process to maximum in extent allowed by Federal law in developing new or modifying existing Federal regulations or proposing changes in existing State regulations governing or affecting the taking of fish and wildlife on Service lands in Alaska.

THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME AND THE FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE MUTUALLY AGREE:

1. To coordinate planning for management of fish and wildlife resources on Service lands so that conflicts arising from differing legal mandates, objectives, and policies either do not arise or are minimized.

2. To consult with each other when developing policy and legislation which affects the attainment of wildlife resource management goals and objectives, or management plans.

3. To recognize that the taking of fish and wildlife by hunting, trapping, or fishing on Service lands in Alaska is authorized in accordance with applicable State and Federal law unless State regulations are found to be incompatible with documented Refuge goals, objectives, or management plans.

4. To develop such supplemental memoranda of understanding between the Commissioner and the Regional Director as may be required to implement the policies contained herein.

5. That this Master Memorandum of Understanding shall become effective when signed by the Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and the Alaska Regional
Director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and shall continue in force until terminated by either party by providing notice in writing 120 days in advance of the intended date of termination.

6. That amendments to this Master Memorandum of Understanding may be proposed by either party and shall become effective upon approval by both parties.

STATE OF ALASKA
Department of Fish and Game

/signed/ Ronald 0. Skoog
Commissioner

March 13, 1982
Date

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
Fish and Wildlife Service

/signed/ Keith M. Schreiner
Regional Director, Alaska

March 13, 1982
Date
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Memorandum

To: All Employees of Region 7 U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and The Alaska Department of Fish and Game

From: Regional Director – Region 7 Commissioner – Alaska Department of Fish and Game

Subject: Recommitment to the Master Memorandum of Understanding

The Master Memorandum of Understanding (MMOU) between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Service) and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (Department) has been in place since first signed by Commissioner Skoog for the Department and Regional Director Schreiner for the Service in 1982. The necessity and benefits of working together in recognition of our respective authorities is no less relevant today than it was during the crafting of the original document. In fact, the book commemorating 100 years of the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies illustrates many truly great accomplishments due to cooperation among the Service and various state game and fish agencies.

In that spirit of cooperation and in order to solidify our business and management practice, we are recommitting to the spirit and letter of the MMOU between the Department and the Service. The MMOU was built on solid foundation principles that, when adhered to, will contribute to many more great accomplishments.

In order to achieve this mutually-desired success, we are asking each of you to:
- work together with respect and in the spirit of cooperation
- minimize your disagreements
- go more than half way to reach a compromise
- support and encourage each other’s efforts to the highest degree possible, and
- offer each other assistance when the opportunity arises.

We emphasize that positive interagency communications be pursued before airing differences in public forums in order to serve our mutual objectives to the fullest.

Please read and become familiar with the MMOU and practice its cooperative principles to the greatest extent possible.

Thomas O. Melius
Regional Director
Fish and Wildlife Service

McKie Campbell
Commissioner
Alaska Department of Fish and Game
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